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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

April 22, 2016, also known as “International Mother Earth Day,” marks the opening for countries that are parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to sign the Paris Climate Agreement. The Paris Agreement, which notably set forth non-binding greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets for both developed and developing countries, was adopted at the 21st UNFCCC Conference of the Parties (COP-21) in Paris, France, on December 12, 2015. For the Paris Agreement to enter into force, 55 countries representing 55 percent of global GHG emissions must first sign, then ratify the agreement.

While it is expected that representatives from roughly 130 countries, including the United States, will meet at the United Nations’ headquarters in New York City to sign the Paris Climate Agreement, it is critical that the Obama Administration be held accountable for lessons learned from the fallout of its failed predecessor: the Kyoto Protocol.

Accordingly, this U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works Majority Staff White Paper provides a detailed response to the Paris Agreement, reflecting on history and lessons from the Kyoto Protocol, the Obama Administration and public should consider, including:

- Kyoto Protocol was similarly considered “historic” with more than 150 countries, including both developed and developing countries, agreed to the protocol at COP-3 in December 1997; however, after an aggressive launch, it took more than seven years until the Protocol was signed then ratified by enough countries for it to enter into force.
- Just because a country signs a UNFCCC agreement does not mean the agreement has any legal effect in the country. The Clinton Administration signed the Kyoto Protocol in November 1998, more than six months after the agreement opened for signature. President Clinton never submitted it to U.S. Senate for ratification. In March 2001, President George W. Bush rejected Kyoto and the U.S. never became a party.
- Countries that have signed and ratified an agreement have the freedom to act in their best interest and withdraw. For example, Canada who signed Kyoto in 1997 and ratified it in 2002 withdrew in 2011– even in the midst of the first commitment period.
- Uniquely tailored GHG emission targets are not new. Kyoto included a variety of targets from 7% reductions to 10% increases that were meant to reflect countries’ abilities, but was met with mixed compliance as countries eventually developed policies that were good for their citizens and economy, rather than arbitrary GHG targets set by the UN.
- Kyoto was legally binding and countries still failed to comply. Non-binding targets in the Paris Agreement will not produce any greater confidence that countries will comply.
- Kyoto failed to produce a long-term meaningful approach to address global climate change, and so will the Paris Agreement. Countries adopting costly GHG-cutting policies under Kyoto’s first commitment period devastated their economies and actually increased GHG emissions at a rate faster than the U.S. Most of these countries have not committed to the second round of Kyoto commitments, which has not even entered into force, and many others have expressed reluctance in joining the Paris Agreement.
INTRODUCTION

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was established in 1992 to provide an international forum for countries to address climate change. That same year, after President George H. W. Bush signed the underlying treaty and the United States Senate ratified it, the U.S. became a party to the UNFCCC. By 1997, the UNFCCC had adopted its first legally binding international climate treaty with greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets in what was called the Kyoto Protocol.

The U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works (EPW) under the leadership of Senator James M. Inhofe (R-Okla.), has conducted vigorous oversight of the Kyoto Protocol and the decades-long effort by the UNFCCC to craft a successor to Kyoto, which most recently culminated with the Paris Agreement in December 2015. This EPW Committee Majority Staff White Paper expands on oversight of the Kyoto Protocol and the final Paris Agreement, serving to compliment the comprehensive account of the UNFCCC history and the intricacies leading up to the Paris Agreement in the December 3, 2015, EPW Committee Majority Staff Report, “Forecast for COP-21: Senate Predicts Obama Climate Promises to Come up Short Again.”

Over the course of EPW Committee oversight, an overarching theme has emerged: international climate agreements are a poor mechanism for addressing global climate change that result in bad policy and economic failures. The Kyoto Protocol provides the best example of how the Paris Agreement will unfold. Accordingly, this White Paper delineates the foundation of Kyoto and chronological fallout that the Paris Agreement is built upon.

Ultimately, 192 countries became parties to Kyoto, but only 36 countries that joined were subject to the binding GHG targets. The U.S. was not one of them, and for good reason. The Kyoto Protocol went into force in 2005 with its first compliance period set for 2008 to 2012. Countries that adopted aggressive GHG-cutting policies faced vast economic pains with little GHG reductions to show for it, especially as the developing world dramatically increased GHG emissions. Yet, during the same time, the U.S. experienced faster GHG emission reductions from innovation rather than climate policies. Aside from the negligible global environmental impacts of Kyoto, countries’ poor compliance demonstrated a deep flaw in the UNFCCC process, as nearly half, including the EU failed to meet the legally binding targets. Countries caught on to the pains of Kyoto as Canada formally withdrew in 2011, then Japan and Russia refused to join a second compliance period that was set to begin in 2013. To date, the second commitment period of Kyoto has not entered into force because there are not enough parties to trigger it.

The lessons from the Kyoto Protocol are important as countries prepare to sign the Paris Agreement. However, given Kyoto’s failure there is not much to succeed from. The Kyoto Protocol was legally binding and countries did not comply, some have entirely backed out. Paris is non-binding and countries expected to join have already taken actions that will increase GHG emissions while some have indicated they will wait to join. Indeed, if history is any indication, Paris will repeat Kyoto’s shortfalls.
I. Paris Agreement’s Predecessor: Kyoto Protocol

On December 12, 2015, a Conference of the Parties (COP) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) embraced the Paris Agreement, which in part, included non-binding greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets for both developed and developing countries.\(^1\) Notably, the Paris Agreement was adopted as a successor to the long-running and controversial Kyoto Protocol. While the Obama Administration has touted the Paris Agreement as groundbreaking and building upon Kyoto’s supposed success, this section will delineate the intricacies of Kyoto, which was far from successful and call into question the foundation for the Paris Agreement.

a. Mechanics of Kyoto

The UNFCCC adopted the Kyoto Protocol at COP-3 in Kyoto, Japan, on December 11, 1997, marking a turning point for international climate action and set the stage for the Paris Agreement today.\(^2\) Kyoto was the first ever international climate treaty that established legally binding GHG emission targets and timetables. On the day of the Protocol’s announcement, the UN touted its wide support, stating in a news release: “After 10 days of tough negotiations, ministers and other high-level officials from 160 countries reached an agreement this morning on a legally binding Protocol under which industrialized countries will reduce their collective emissions of greenhouse gases by 5.2%.”\(^3\) Although the Protocol was historic for its targets and timetables, it was extremely limited in scope as most parties had nothing to lose by joining the agreement.

Specifically, the targets in Kyoto were assigned only to Annex I countries (e.g. developed nations, such as the U.S., European Union, and Japan)—developing nations (e.g. China, India, and Brazil) were completely exempt from the targets. In fact, 80 percent of the world was exempt from the binding GHG targets in Kyoto.

allowed them to increase emissions by 10 percent. The targets specified in the Kyoto Protocol are illustrated in the UNFCCC table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Target (1990** - 2008/2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU-15*, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Monaco, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland</td>
<td>-8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US***</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Hungary, Japan, Poland</td>
<td>-6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand, Russian Federation, Ukraine</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>+1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>+8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The 15 States who were EU members in 1997 when the Kyoto Protocol was adopted, took on that 8% target that will be redistributed among themselves, taking advantage of a scheme under the Protocol known as a “bubble”, whereby countries have different individual targets, but which combined make an overall target for that group of countries. The EU has already reached agreement on how its targets will be redistributed.
** Some EITs have a baseline other than 1990.
*** The US has indicated its intention not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol.
**** On 15 December 2011, the Depositary received written notification of Canada's withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol. This action became effective for Canada on 15 December 2012.

For most parties, the targets were not an issue at the time of drafting Kyoto. According to one report, “By 1994, which was 4 years before the Kyoto Protocol was even open for signatures, members had already reduced emissions by 11.2%.” To appease EU members, there were also mechanisms in Kyoto that permitted countries to meet their targets through carbon trading rather than make reductions at home. Moreover, if a country failed to meet their target, the Protocol simply provided that a “penalty” of an additional third added to whatever GHG emissions reduction the country agreed to for the successor agreement expected more than a decade later, at COP-15 in 2009. With little consequences for non-compliance, and a seemingly clear path for compliance, countries easily embraced Kyoto at COP-3. However, soon thereafter, countries began to fully assess the impacts of the agreement and the backpedaling of promises followed.

5 Id.
b. From Action to Inaction on Protocol

On March 16, 1998, the Kyoto Protocol was formally open for signature for one year.\(^7\) For the Protocol to “enter into force” and take legal effect, 55 countries representing 55 percent of global GHG emissions had to sign and ratify the treaty.\(^8\) Despite the strong showing of support at COP-3 in Kyoto, countries were slow to sign the Protocol. In fact, during the entire signature period only 83 of the 160 countries joining at COP-3 actually signed the Protocol.\(^9\) While the U.S. was one of them, it was not a swift decision or one with the support of the American people or Congress.

The U.S. did not sign Kyoto until November 12, 1998—more than six months after the Protocol was open for signature.\(^10\) Notably, it was not President Clinton or Vice President Al Gore who signed the Protocol; it was instead delegated to then-UN Ambassador Peter Burleigh.\(^11\)

Indeed, there were a number of reasons suggested for the delayed signing. One could perceive the Clinton Administration’s delay in signing as a tactical move until after the critical 1998 midterm election where Democrats where hopeful to, but fell short of, gaining a majority in the Senate. However, a much more likely reason is that the Clinton Administration was constrained by the requirements outlined in a Senate Resolution introduced by Senators Robert Byrd (D-West Virginia) and Chuck Hagel (R-Nebraska). This resolution commonly referred to as “Byrd-Hagel” passed the U.S. Senate by a vote of 95-0 on July 25, 1997.\(^12\) Byrd-Hagel prohibited any international climate change agreement that would result in serious harm to the American economy and that did not impose binding emission limits on developing countries. Indeed, Kyoto would have caused serious economic harm to the U.S. Some of these impacts were highlighted in a December 3, 2015, EPW Committee Majority Staff White Paper:

> “Studies at the time revealed that if the U.S. Senate ratified the Kyoto Protocol, gas prices would have increased by up to 53 percent and electricity prices would have increased by up to 30 percent.”

---


\(^{8}\) Id.


\(^{10}\) Id.


\(^{12}\) S.Res.98 (A resolution expressing the sense of the Senate regarding the conditions for the United States becoming a signatory to any international agreement on GHG emissions under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change), 105th Cong., available at https://www.congress.gov/bill/105th-congress/senate-resolution/98.
increased by 86 percent, while decreasing U.S. gross domestic product by as much as eight percent.”

Due to the inevitable economic impacts and the dichotomy between requirements for developed and developing countries under Kyoto, the Clinton Administration realized they would not attain the requirements of Byrd-Hagel and as such never submitted the Protocol to the U.S. Senate for ratification. As a November 13, 1998, New York Times article on the Clinton Administration’s signing explained, “The White House has said all along that the United States would sign it before the deadline next March, but would not ratify it unless key American provisos are accepted. Given the pace of the continuing talks, that probably means not before the election in 2000.”

Accordingly, though the U.S. signed the Protocol, it held no force or effect in the U.S. absent Senate ratification. Since GHG limits were not imposed on developing countries, the failure to meet Byrd-Hagel prompted President George W. Bush to announce the U.S. would not become a party to Kyoto. By March 13, 2001, President Bush formally wrote members of the U.S. Senate avowing U.S. opposition to the Kyoto Protocol. Specifically, President Bush wrote:

“As you know, I oppose the Kyoto Protocol because it exempts 80 percent of the world, including major population centers such as China and India, from compliance, and would cause serious harm to the U.S. economy. The Senate’s vote, 95-0, shows that there is a clear consensus that the Kyoto Protocol is an unfair and ineffective means of addressing global climate change concerns.”

- President George W. Bush

While the Bush Administration did not submit any document officially withdrawing the U.S. signature to Kyoto under President Clinton, a White House briefing on March 28, 2001,
clarified, “[T]hat signing the Protocol did not bind the United States to any action, and therefore there was no reason to unsign the treaty.”\(^{18}\)

On the international front, the U.S. rejection of Kyoto slowed the ratification process. At the time, the U.S. was responsible for roughly a quarter of global GHG emissions and without the U.S., the Protocol fell short of the threshold required for it to enter into force. It was not until Russia ratified the Protocol in November 2004 that Kyoto went into force.\(^{19}\) As one article explained, “Implementation [of Kyoto] has been delayed because of a requirement that countries accounting for 55% of the world’s emissions must ratify it. That goal was only reached after Russia signed up to the deal last year.”\(^{20}\) Kyoto entered into force on February 16, 2005 – more than seven years after the agreement had been reached.\(^{21}\)

---


\(^{20}\) Id.

II. Fallout from Kyoto

By the time Kyoto had entered into force it was becoming more obvious the framework in which the agreement was based would fail. For instance, several months after entering into force the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works (EPW) held a hearing on October 5, 2005, entitled, “Kyoto Protocol: Assessing the Status of Efforts to Reduce Greenhouse Gases,” which exposed many warning signs that countries would fall short of meeting the Protocol’s targets. At the hearing, Chairman Inhofe (R-Okl.) questioned then U.S. Senior Climate Negotiator Harlan Watson about the status of EU countries meeting their targets. Watson testified that at the time only two EU countries – the United Kingdom and Sweden – were on track to reaching their targets. Watson also noted that at least 15 of the then 25 members of the EU had actually increased their emissions since signing onto Kyoto. Another witness, Dr. Margo Thorning of the American Council for Capital Formation, told the EPW Committee that based on projected GHG emission increases for the EU, “policymakers are beginning to worry about the additional steps required to meet the targets.” An examination of the first compliance period for Kyoto reveals they were right.

a. Kyoto’s First Commitment Period was a Failure

When the first commitment period for Kyoto started in 2008, there were 37 countries subject to the legally binding GHG targets. However, as time passed, countries’ struggle to comply became more pervasive. The first major blow to the Protocol took place in December 2010 as countries were negotiating the terms of a second commitment period under Kyoto to begin in 2013. At the beginning of the COP-16, in Cancun, Mexico, Japan – who was struggling to find ways to meet its GHG targets under Kyoto even though it was active in carbon trading – announced its refusal to join a second round of commitments under Kyoto. Days later, Russia announced it would not renew its commitment under Kyoto. As Russia’s climate change envoy, Alexander Berditsky, said: “Russia has repeatedly stated, including at the highest political level, that the adoption of commitments for the second commitment period under the

---

23 Id.
24 Id. (Testimony of Harlan L. Watson, Ph.D., Senior Climate Negotiator and Special Representative, Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State).
25 Id. (Testimony of Margo Thorning, Ph.D., Senior Vice President and Chief Economist, American Council for Capital Formation).
Kyoto protocol as it stands now would be neither scientifically, economically or politically effective."  

The following year, in Durban, South Africa, at COP-17, Canada, who had signed Kyoto in 1997 and ratified it in 2002, formally withdrew from the Protocol on December 15, 2011. Canada, which was bound to six percent GHG reduction from 1990 levels under Kyoto, was 20 percent above 1990 levels at the time of its withdrawal. According to Canada’s Environment Minister Peter Kent: “No one really had an understanding of how difficult it was to decarbonizes an economy, how difficult it is separate greenhouse gas emissions from energy production . . . These targets were essentially arbitrary.” Canada’s decision received mixed reviews from the international community. While Russia supported the decision, Japan called the decision “disappointing,” and China, a country that was not subject to any GHG reductions in Kyoto, remarked the decision was “preposterous.”

By 2012, the remaining 36 countries subject to the binding GHG targets in Kyoto had a poor record for compliance, with 17 failing to meet their targets. Based on data from a November 25, 2015, UNFCCC report on Kyoto Protocol compliance, countries’ 1990 base year levels, Kyoto pledge, and actual emissions during the first commitment period are illustrated in the chart on the following page.

---

29 Id.
32 Id.
While some of these countries were close to meeting their targets, others including Japan—the host country for the signing of the Protocol—increased its GHG emissions. Some countries dramatically increased their GHG emissions; New Zealand’s emissions rose 20.4 percent and Spain’s emissions rose 23.7 percent to name a few.35

Some barely met their target. For instance, an article entitled, “Australia hit its Kyoto target, but it was more a three-inch putt than a hole in one,” recounts: “no claim has been more audacious than the one now being told by the federal government about Australia’s ‘success’ in meeting its Kyoto emissions target.”36 The article continued with then-Australian environment minister Greg Hunt quoted touting: “We are one of the few countries in the world to have met and beaten our first round of Kyoto targets and to be on track to meet and beat our second round of Kyoto targets.”37

35 Id.
37 Id.
In fact, most of the countries who met their targets were not top emitters. For example, Latvia, Lithuania, and Romania, combined account for less than one percent of global CO2 emissions. Central and eastern European countries were not required to take much action as they had very high industrial emissions in the base year that had plummeted by the time Kyoto was signed. Acknowledging Europe’s minor efforts to comply, Chairman Inhofe’s opening statement at an October 2005 EPW Committee hearing quoted an European Environment Agency release from June 2005, which stated, “Modest total greenhouse gas emission reductions since 1990 were the result of a combination of one-off structural changes and specific policies measures.”

As for Russia and Ukraine, who may be viewed as over-achievers for their GHG emissions reductions during the compliance period, were in fact, not ambitious at all. As one report recounted:

“In December 1991 the Soviet Union formally collapsed. In the process it acknowledged the independence of the Republics of the Soviet Union, which established a number of newly declared independent states. There was rapid decline in heavy manufacturing industries across Russia and these states. These results are striking – without Russia and Ukraine (and without Canada pulling out) the Kyoto Protocol Parties would only have reduced their emissions by a mere 2.7%.”

Overall, a close examination of countries’ GHG emissions and targets reveals Kyoto did not serve to ensure parties complied with an international climate agreement. As described by Kenneth P. Green, an environmental scientist at the Fraser Institute, “You have to judge Kyoto to have been a failure. Just on the merits of what was done as a result of the agreement and countries not actually living up to their commitments or staying with the agreement.”

Aside from parties’ noncompliance with Kyoto, the lackluster support for a second round of commitments exposed even greater flaws with Kyoto. While Kyoto’s second round of commitments for 2013 to 2020 where adopted by the UNFCCC as the Doha Amendment to Kyoto in December 2012 at COP-18—nearly four years have passed since the Protocol was signed—countries have not actually living up to their commitments or staying with the agreement.

“You have to judge Kyoto to have been a failure. Just on the merits of what was done as a result of the agreement and countries not actually living up to their commitments or staying with the agreement.”

---


passed—and it still has not gone into force. As of April 14, 2016, only 63 countries out of the 144 required for it to enter into force have ratified the Doha Amendment. Notably, the EU, one of the staunchest advocates for international climate agreements, has not even ratified the Doha Amendment. New Zealand also recently joined Japan and Russia in announcing the country would not participate in the second round of Kyoto commitments.

b. Kyoto was “All Economic Pain, No Climate Gain”

Countries’ efforts to distance from Kyoto’s harsh binding targets are no surprise given the economic impacts of carbon cutting polices as compared to the questionable environmental benefits. Even before the first compliance period closed, then-EPW Committee Chairman Inhofe was on the Senate floor on September 25, 2006, explaining: “Many of the nations that ratified Kyoto are now realizing what I have been saying all along: The Kyoto Protocol is a lot of economic pain for no climate gain.” As one example, at the time Canada withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol, the Government of Canada explained, “[f]rom an environmental perspective, the Kyoto Protocol has not served the international community well in meeting the real challenges of global climate change.” Indeed, at an October 2005 EPW Committee hearing, Chairman Inhofe further signaled Kyoto’s failure on economic, political, and climate grounds:

“Some have dismissed these problems by suggesting that these countries would be able to meet their targets by adopting aggressive additional measures. But that ignores economic realities. Europeans are complaining about the high cost of gasoline. Businesses are complaining as well... These problems have not gone unnoticed at the political level.”

---

42 Id.
43 Id.
The Senate EPW Committee also received testimony shedding light on the impacts of Kyoto in Europe at a September 25, 2007, hearing. For instance, at the hearing Dr. Gabriel Calzada, associate professor of economics at King Juan Carlos University in Madrid, Spain, submitted written testimony stating, “Kyoto’s ‘cap-and-trade’ model is costing Spaniards a fortune even while their chances of complying with the Protocol are [nonexistent], as is typical throughout Europe and most of Kyoto’s few covered countries.”48 This testimony, among other findings, was documented in a May 2008 EPW Committee Staff Report under then-Ranking Member Inhofe, which declared:

“The Kyoto Protocol, an international cap-and-trade system to control and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, has become a worldwide failure. Aside from constraining growth in all developed countries and allowing unrestricted development in countries such as China and India, Kyoto would not help to stop global warming.”49

Years later, with the EU cap-and-trade scheme is in crisis, high energy costs are accelerating Europe’s economic decline. The economic impacts in EU countries that adopted climate regulations, including Germany, Italy, Spain, and the UK have been disastrous. Serious concerns are now being raised over the economic viability of their manufacturing sectors as well as budget and energy poverty concerns. Recent testimony from Stephen D. Eule, vice president of the Institute for 21st Century Energy, of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, at a November 18, 2015, EPW Committee hearing, entitled, “Examining the International Climate Negotiations,” shed light on this issue:

“That continent’s exorbitant energy prices, largely policy-driven, are ruining its competitiveness and turning energy-intensive industries into endangered species. More and more, we are seeing European companies fleeing sky-high energy costs and shifting production to the United States and other countries.”50

Further, a December 21, 2015, Wall Street Journal article, entitled, “Obama the Unilateral Climate Warrior,” expanded on these impacts:

“For Europe, the Kyoto Protocol has forced EU states to adopt unilateral, and disastrously costly, decarbonization policies. With their manufacturers rapidly losing

---

ground to international competition, governments are increasingly concerned about the threat high energy prices pose to Europe’s industrial base.”51

Thus it is no surprise that in early 2014 the EU proposed an end to binding national targets for renewable energy production after 2020.52 According to a 2014 Manhattan Institute report, in 2012, each kilowatt hour of residential electricity cost 12 cents in the U.S., 26 cents in EU, and 35 in Germany.53 In fact, between 2005 and 2013, the average price in EU rose 55 percent.54

Australia has also learned from the economic pains of climate action. In July 2014, Australia’s parliament repealed a 2012 carbon tax.55 In remarks on Australia’s repeal, Senator Inhofe explained in an op-ed entitled, “Obama’s climate goals have already failed,” published in The Hill in September 2014:

“Clearly, government regulations limiting greenhouse gas emissions are de facto brakes on any economy. Those who dispute or doubt this simply need look to Australia for a compelling case study. That country’s carbon tax imposed a significant drag on its economy, and once Australia’s political leaders summoned the will to repeal the tax in July, job creation improved.”56

Ironically, emissions in the U.S. have declined more quickly than in the EU thanks to innovative new drilling practices developed by the oil and gas industry that allows for increased access to natural gas.57 Even U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has praised the U.S. GHG reductions achieved without being a party to Kyoto.58 According to Secretary Kerry spokesman Alec

---

54 Id.
Gerlach, “Secretary Kerry’s absolutely correct that, even absent formal action, the U.S. is already making strides on reducing emissions, and as he said, as of the last report in 2011, our emissions levels are below the levels when the U.S. signed the Kyoto Protocol in 1997.”

Indeed, as depicted in the chart below, from the year Kyoto entered into force until the first commitment period ended in 2012, the U.S. was leading the top twenty economies in the world in reducing emissions without being a part of the Kyoto Protocol or embracing stringent EU style carbon policies.

While it is now obvious Kyoto was a failure on policy, economic, and climate grounds, it is critical the U.S. learn from these lessons. President Obama has acknowledged these failures, stating at COP-15 in Copenhagen, Denmark, on December 18, 2009, “Kyoto was legally binding and everybody still fell short anyway.” For these reasons, President Obama and the international community crafted the Paris Agreement to exclude legally binding GHG targets. However, as explained in the following section, Paris will fall just as short, if not more, than the Kyoto Protocol.

“Kyoto was legally binding and everybody still fell short anyway.”
- President Barack Obama

Sources:
III. Paris is Kyoto 2.0

In order to build momentum for their cause, supporters of the Paris Agreement are quick to point out how COP-21 was different from past failures, but the reality is that the basic political and economic dynamics surrounding any international climate change agreement still stand and the difference between this conference and previous ones is primarily cosmetic. If the past is any indication, the result and primary purpose of the Paris Agreement will be to develop a sense of urgency to the cause of tackling climate change and then concoct new “successes” to broadcast to the world that progress is being made because of these agreements. These “successes” will then serve as justifications for increasingly drastic and unrealistic measures in emissions reductions, primarily from the U.S. and the EU, while other countries rightfully continue to develop economical energy sources to lift their citizens out of poverty. It is critical for the American people to understand how promoters of the Paris Agreement such as President Obama, officials at the UN, and other world leaders are selling this agreement to the public in order to serve their interests.

a. Empty Promises from the Obama Administration

President Obama has been working hard to sell his Climate Action Plan to the American people and leaders around the world in order to cement his legacy as a climate stalwart. Since Congress and the American people have previously rejected multiple attempts to pass legislation that would give EPA new authority to regulate GHGs, Obama is attempting to do through regulation what he could not get done through legislation. Specifically, President Obama has sought to use the Clean Air Act to justify the so-called Clean Power Plan or carbon rule, which would regulate carbon dioxide from existing fossil-fuel power plants.\(^6\) In an effort to garner support for the carbon rule, President Obama has promised it to the world, as it serves the capstone of the emissions reductions he promised in the U.S. Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC).\(^6\) Obama’s INDC pledges to the UNFCCC that the U.S. will decrease GHG emissions by 26-28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025.\(^6\) Since President Obama is moving forward with his carbon rule without

---


\(^{63}\) United States Intended Nationally Determined Contribution, available at http://www4.unfccc.int/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/United%20States%20of%20America/1/U.S.%20Cover%20Note%20INDC%20And%20Accompanying%20Information.pdf.

new authority from Congress, he is doing so on a tenuous legal basis that makes it extremely likely the U.S. will not be able to meet the commitment to the UNFCCC.

In a recent, unprecedented move that further exposed the legal vulnerability of the carbon rule, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a stay on implementation of the rule throughout the entire duration of the litigation. This is the first time in history the U.S. Supreme Court stayed a federal regulation in advance of a lower court reviewing the merits of the case. This means that states and EPA must halt their work on the carbon rule while it is being challenged in court, and it signals that the U.S. Supreme Court believes there is a good chance the rule, or at least parts of the rule, will be thrown out. Even if the carbon rule is upheld, the stay will push back the timeline for states to implement the rule, which will still make it difficult if not impossible for the U.S. to meet Obama’s INDC target by 2025.

Jody Freeman, a former Obama administration climate advisor who has actively supported the carbon rule, even admitted, “The court’s extraordinary decision here will legitimately raise questions from other countries about the ability of the country to deliver on the administration’s pledge in Paris and the depth of the US’s commitment to deal with this problem in a meaningful way.” Freeman appears to be right, Zou Ji, the deputy director general of China’s National Center for Climate Change Strategy and International Cooperation said, “Look, [if] the United States doesn’t keep its word. Why make so many demands on us?” Navroz K. Dubash, a senior fellow at the Center for Policy Research in New Delhi, also told the New York Times that, “this could be the proverbial string which causes Paris to unravel.”

On April 12, 2016, Chairman Inhofe explained the significance of the stay as it relates to Obama’s commitment in Paris on the floor of the U.S. Senate:

_The Supreme Court dealt the president’s legacy a major blow when it voted 5-4 in February to block the implementation of Obama’s Clean Power Plan while it is being
_

---


66 Id.


70 Id.
litigated by over 150 entities – including 27 states, 24 trade associations, 37 rural electric co-ops, and 3 labor unions.

This decision likely delays implementation of the rule until the next President and completely upends Obama’s Paris agreement.71

Chairman Inhofe further detailed the lengthy timeline before EPA could resume any efforts implementing the carbon rule:

Furthermore, the litigation on the Clean Power Plan won’t get resolved until likely 2018 – this means the regulations will be blocked for at least the next two years.

First the 3-judge panel on the D.C. Circuit will need to hear the case, which will take place in June. The 3-judge panel will issue a decision sometime this fall, and it will almost certainly be challenged with a request for en banc review by the entire D.C. Circuit.

Then a decision from an en banc panel won’t come until months later – likely by the end of the year. This decision too will almost certainly be appealed by the U.S. Supreme Court. If the Court decides to hear the case, a final decision is expected late 2017 or early 2018.72

The chart below shows the timeline for litigation of the carbon rule following the U.S. Supreme Court stay of the rule on February 9, 2016.

Source: Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works (Apr. 12, 2016)
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In addition to litigation on the carbon rule, there is ongoing litigation involving the new source rule, which limits carbon dioxide emissions from new fossil-fuel generated power plants. Like the carbon rule, any decision on the new source rule will likely be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court with a decision expected in 2018. Specifically, on March 24, 2016, the D.C. Circuit issued a court order on the new source rule litigation briefing schedule, which set final briefs due—after the U.S. Presidential election—on November 14, 2016. Oral arguments have not yet been scheduled, but the D.C. Circuit Handbook stipulates that oral arguments typically take place at a minimum 45 days after briefing is completed, making December 30, 2016, the seemingly earliest possible date for oral arguments. However, given the New Year holiday and looming administration transition, it is highly unlikely oral arguments will occur prior to Inauguration Day on January 20, 2017.

The new source rule litigation schedule is critical to Obama’s Climate Action Plan and INDC because it serves as the legal prerequisite for the carbon rule. Therefore, if the new source rule is struck by the courts, both rules will be struck down. This is a likely scenario as the new source rule also rests on shaky legal ground, mostly because it hinges on the argument that carbon capture and storage (CCS) has been adequately demonstrated, despite being a relatively undeveloped and expensive technology.

Despite these significant hurdles, President Obama and his administration continue to mislead the American public and the rest of the world about the feasibility of his plan to reduce emissions. Following the announcement of this unprecedented decision by the U.S. Supreme Court, President Obama dismissed the stay as a simple procedural obstacle that will be overcome, “This is a legal decision that says, ‘Hold on until we review the legality.’ We are very firm of the legal footing here.” White House spokesman Eric Shultz took it one step further when he said that the U.S. would “unequivocally” meet its INDC targets and temporary extensions for wind and solar tax credits will “…have more impact over the short term than the Clean Power Plan.”

This is markedly different than what U.S. State Department Special Envoy for Climate Change Todd Stern, who negotiated the terms of the Paris Agreement for the Obama administration,

---

73 State of West Virginia, et al. v. EPA, No. 15-1399 (D.C. Cir.) (West Virginia and 23 other state governments and agencies filed a lawsuit against the new power plant rule).
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said in a declaration to the D.C. Circuit in December 2015—before the U.S. Supreme Court stay—which argued against granting a stay of the carbon rule. In the declaration Stern argued that the stay would undermine U.S. “leadership” on climate change and would prompt other countries to lessen their commitments at COP-21 in Paris. It is obvious that the Obama administration realizes the significance of the stay on the ability of the U.S. to meet the INDC, but must act otherwise to cement their legacy.

Indeed, analysis regarding the U.S. ability to fulfill the INDC comes up well short of the goal, even with the carbon rule, but if the rule is struck down, fulfilling the commitment becomes a nearly insurmountable challenge. For instance, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce states, “We estimate that the shortfall would expand the current range of 45% to 49% to a range of 60% to 63% - that’s more of a chasm than a gap.” The chart below breaks down just how difficult it will be for the U.S. to meet its INDC given the current policy framework.

![Chart](https://example.com/chart.png)

Source: U.S. Senate Republican Policy Committee (Feb. 23, 2016).

Others have weighed in on the claim that the tax credits for wind and solar will allow the U.S. to meet the INDC and came to the conclusion that although the credits will drive some growth in renewables in the short-term, there is no way for the U.S. to meet the INDC commitment absent the carbon rule. There are additional analyses from organizations such as Climate Action Tracker, Rhodium Group, Climate Advisors, and the Niskanen Center that all find that even with the carbon rule, the U.S. will not be able to achieve its INDC. On July 8, 2015, at an
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EPW Committee hearing entitled, “Road to Paris: Examining the President’s International Climate Agenda and Implications for Domestic Environmental Policy,” Mr. David Bookbinder, former Chief Climate Counsel for the Sierra Club and proponent of carbon regulation, also confirmed that achieving the U.S. INDC was infeasible:

The INDC listed the “Domestic laws, regulations, and measures relevant to implementation”, followed by the relevant regulatory actions completed since 2009, and additional measures that the Administration is undertaking. Unfortunately, even when combined, I do not see how these measures will allow the U.S. to meet the lower end - 26% - of that goal.82

As another practical matter, the U.S. may be barred from funding the UNFCCC and the Green Climate Fund, which is the account used to transfer money from the U.S. to other countries for climate finance. This is because the UNFCCC recently accepted Palestine as a full member. As noted in an April 18, 2016, letter sent to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry from 28 senators, U.S. law prohibits distribution of funds to any UN affiliated organization that grants full membership to a state or organization that does not have the internationally recognized attributes of statehood.83 This is significant as the U.S. is a major source of funding for UNFCCC and Palestine’s acceptance to the UNFCCC appears to require the U.S. to disengage or lessen involvement in the UNFCCC, which could have implications for U.S. participation in the Paris Agreement.

Fortunately for the Obama Administration and many other leaders of the Paris Agreement, they will not be around when these realities become more apparent. While it is well known that the Obama Administration will end before the Paris Agreement signing closes, it is surprising so many key officials involved in the Paris Agreement are headed toward the exit even before the Earth Day signing ceremony in New York City. For instance, shortly after the U.S. Supreme Court stay of the carbon rule, Todd Stern attempted to address the fears of other countries regarding the potential of the U.S. pulling out of the deal saying, “I don’t think any president is going to pull us out of Paris,” he announced his resignation.84 Stern, who also promised the UNFCCC parties in Brussels in February, the U.S. is “sticking to our plan to sign,” left the Obama Administration on April 1, 2016—just weeks before the Paris Agreement signing. On the same day Stern left, Andrew Light, a U.S. State Department senior climate change adviser and India specialist who also attended COP-21 stepped down.85

None of the officials making promises today will be around to be held accountable for implementation of those promises tomorrow.

In addition to Administration officials, the top climate change official at the UN who was charged with leading negotiations at COP-21, Christiana Figueres, recently left her post, along with Laurent Fabius, the French foreign minister who hosted the Paris negotiations. Although it is to be expected for many people to move on given the finale of COP-21 and the end of the Obama administration, their departures should serve as an important reminder that none of the officials making promises today will be around to be held accountable for implementation of those promises tomorrow.

b. EU Climate ‘Leadership’ Fatigue

Given the massive uncertainty of the commitment from the U.S. and fatigue from costly policies that failed to meet targeted reductions in emissions under Kyoto, European leaders are likely avoiding the subject when it comes to international climate commitments, despite optimistic rhetoric. In addition to the lack of enthusiasm within the EU to develop more stringent climate policies, certain member countries are pushing back at EU leadership on climate due to their need for affordable and reliable energy. As demonstrated during Kyoto, the EU was unable to meet their targets, despite much political ambition. It is therefore even more unlikely that the EU will meet the emissions targets agreed to at COP-21 given the political climate and technological and affordability challenges.

Following COP-21 there has been much discussion of climate policy at the EU level and whether current climate policies are ambitious enough to meet commitments made in Paris. Their discussion has been focused on whether the EU’s pre-Paris target of reducing emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 is in line with the aspiration of keeping temperature increases under 2 degrees Celsius prior to the end of the century. EU leaders ultimately decided not to announce more stringent targets despite pressure from environmentalists and environmental ministers.

---


environmentalists and environmental ministers. According to environmentalists this flies in the face of the intention to continually ratchet up policies, leading one observer to comment on the official document announcing the EU’s intention to keep the same emissions target that was already in place, “It was the first official document to signal how the unprecedented global consensus would translate into action. The answer: it won’t – at least not before 2030.” This should serve as a signal to the world that even the EU is losing their appetite for continually ratcheting up their emissions targets.

In order to increase its energy security, the EU is going through the process of further harmonizing their energy policy and infrastructure to further the “Energy Union,” which is meant to provide value to their customers by better connecting different markets, lessen reliance on Russia, and address climate change. However, competing concerns between Russia’s energy dominance and climate change concerns of individual countries are making the process increasingly difficult for any policy changes to be made. The need to build new infrastructure to decrease Russia’s dominance in transporting fossil fuels is being contested by environmentalists who believe that Europe should be moving away from fossil fuels altogether. However, it is hard to envision the EU putting themselves at an even greater security risk in the name of climate change.

The current low price of oil is putting further pressure on EU policies designed to push renewable energy, by making the economics of wind and solar even more uneconomical than they have been in the past, despite costly subsidies that have already dramatically raised the price of electricity as much as 133 percent in some countries in Europe. The low price environment for oil has caused the carbon price in the EU’s Emissions Trading System to spiral to a 20 month low last January. This has made it less likely that industry will take actions to reduce emissions since it is not costly to simply purchase credits to offset their use.

The EU has also announced that it will not be one of the early adopters of the Paris agreement. Although the EU negotiates international climate change agreements as a bloc, each of the 29 member states requires actions to be taken before
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the EU can ratify the agreement.  This could affect decision made at the next UN summit since the EU would only be an “observer” to the negotiations and therefore not able to directly influence future commitments, which would likely result in lower ambition since the EU generally pursues more aggressive emissions reductions and is considered a key contributor to climate finance efforts.

In addition to these broader issues, individual member states in the central and eastern parts of the EU are fighting back on climate policies due to their heavy reliance on coal. Poland has been the most outspoken country against Paris agreement. Countries that are considering joining the EU, such as Kosovo, are being pressured against developing coal resources to stay in line with EU targets, despite their critical need for affordable and reliable energy. These tensions are likely to become more pronounced as the EU gets further along into implementation of their target.

If Kyoto is any indication of how the EU will continue to attempt to reduce emissions under the Paris Agreement, it is likely that the targets will ultimately be ignored. Further complicating compliance with the Paris agreement are the current political challenges facing Europe, the economic challenges facing renewable energy, and technological challenges that will inevitably continue to occur as more renewable energy is forced onto the grid.

c. India and China Sign Up for Business as Usual

One of the biggest “achievements” of the Paris Agreement, as sold by the Obama administration and other proponents of the deal over previous international climate change agreements, is the inclusion of developing countries, such as India and China in the deal. However, it is not the first time these countries have decided to join an international climate agreement—they were parties to the Kyoto Protocol. While it is the first time these two countries have voluntarily agreed to GHG emission targets, it is mainly political theater—like most aspects of this deal—to forward the interests of those most involved in orchestrating the agreement.

China pledged to “peak” their emissions by 2030, not exactly an ambitious agreement. Testimony from Mr. Stephen Eule with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce before an EPW Committee hearing entitled, “Examining the International Climate Negotiations,” on November 18, 2015, confirmed that China’s pledge was empty:
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An examination of the Chinese commitment reveals it to be little better than business as usual. For example, International Energy Agency (IEA) historical and forecast data show that carbon dioxide emissions from China already are expected to peak around 2030 at 9.5 billion TCO2 and that zero-emitting energy will provide 18 percent of total energy demand. IEA data also suggest that from 1990 to 2005, China reduced its carbon dioxide emissions intensity by 58 percent to 61 percent – essentially the same rate it is pledging for 2005 to 2030. In other words, business as usual.99

In response to the Chinese commitment, Chairman Inhofe has further explained the true implications of the deal:

If the president was serious about achieving a substantive climate agreement, he would spend more time working with Congress instead of developing press releases with the Chinese government. These public pledges sound good, but come with serious economic consequences for the United States. The Obama administration will use regulatory overreach to claim our nation’s commitment, while China’s pledge has no guarantee of enforcement. This is a great deal for the Chinese who are slated to continue increasing emissions with the potential of capping them years from now. China stands to not only inherit a bounty of U.S. taxpayer dollars through various ‘climate change’ and ‘sustainability’ initiatives but also inherit U.S. manufacturing jobs and economic investment that the president’s carbon mandates will deliver straight to Beijing.100

More recent analysis from the London School of Economics indicates that China’s emissions have already peaked, underscoring the fact that they have committed themselves to little.101 In addition to committing themselves to an essentially meaningless commitment in terms of reducing their emissions, China stands to gain from participation in the Paris Agreement by pushing the U.S. and EU to make economically costly emissions reductions.

India is another major developing country that is seen as an essential participant to any successful climate change deal. Like China, India has made essentially empty promises to be a participant in the deal while demanding subsidies to help the country develop its renewable energy.

---
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Specifically, India has pledged to reduce the intensity of its carbon dioxide emissions and boost the share of electricity produced from sources other than fossil fuels by 40 percent by 2030.102

At the November 18, 2015, EPW Committee hearing, Senior Fellow for the Manhattan Institute for Policy, Oren Cass, confirmed that India’s commitment does not seriously change the natural trajectory of their emissions:

Analyses from multiple perspectives demonstrate the emptiness of this commitment. In April, India’s Centre for Policy Research estimated an emissions trajectory for the country absent further policy action and the INDC commitment falls squarely in the middle of the established range. Bloomberg finds it significantly worse than BAU [Business as Usual] and researcher Glen Peters has shown the proposed progress is slower than historical trend. Indeed, the most obvious reference point is in the INDC itself: India reports that its energy efficiency has already improved more than 17 percent between 2005 and 2012. Assuming no change in its carbon intensity of energy, India could improve only half as fast going forward and still achieve its ‘goal.’103

Some other smaller developing countries are catching onto the empty promises of the Paris Agreement and are wondering if it is really any different than previous agreements despite the enhanced marketing. That is why an influential Malaysian think-tank called the Third World Network recommended that members of the Arab Group of Nations wait to get stronger assurances on finance, technology and compensation for damage from extreme weather before signing the Paris agreement. Specifically, the think tank wrote, “...we lose the political leverage that is critical to secure the necessary conditions that will enable developing countries to meet their obligations” if those countries were to immediately sign the agreement.104 Third World Network deals with developing countries such as China, India, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, Iran and Ecuador. Members of these poorer states, many with rich oil and gas resources, are hesitant to embrace a deal that they feel they will not benefit from instead of worrying about how the deal will or will not mitigate climate change.

Like Kyoto, most of the weight for achieving emissions reductions has been placed on the U.S. and EU, while other major emitters like India and China have essentially been given a free pass. Other third world countries are waiting to see how they can benefit from the Paris Agreement instead of joining. Both the U.S. and EU have major policy and economic hurdles they must overcome if they are to even come close to meeting their non-binding goals. These hurdles make it all the more likely that the U.S. and EU will fall short of their targets as they are not binding and the history of international climate agreements show that once climate change

policies start to cause economic harm they are abandoned. There is momentum for the Paris Agreement now, but it remains to be seen what will happen when the press releases turn into action.
CONCLUSION

Perhaps one of the best known phrases regarding the lessons of history is, “Those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it.” Now that the UNFCCC has been holding negotiations for international climate agreements for over twenty years, there is plenty of history that can be used to predict whether the recent Paris Climate Agreement will achieve the goal, “to intentionally transform the economic development model, for the first time in human history,” as stated by former UN Climate Chief Christiana Figueres.

As this EPW Committee Majority Staff White Paper explains, if the past is any indication, countries will or will not reduce emissions based on what is politically and economically feasible regardless of their non-binding INDC promises because of the immense damage draconian cuts in GHG emissions would have on each individual states’ population. Figueres might even agree with that statement and has admitted; “This is probably the most difficult task we have ever given ourselves.” Attempting to “decarbonize” the world economy given the depth of the current economic and political costs of actually doing so is akin to defying gravity.

Countries that have tried to implement the carbon-cutting policies that are being pushed as the solution to climate change and compliance with international climate agreements have yet to upend the economic development model. Even the EU, an entity that has prided itself as a “leader” on climate change policy for embracing the most stringent targets and policies aimed at “decarbonizing the economy” is starting to brush up against the wall of reality and reassess their priorities. This is similar to other countries such as Japan, Canada, and Australia who have tried to “do something about” climate change in the past and ended up reversing course due to the harsh impacts of “decarbonization” policies.

So why do officials like President Obama and Figueres continue to promote this approach to solving climate change given the unrealistic chance an international climate agreement will have a serious effect on global temperatures and weather patterns? There are many incentives at play to further their own legacies and political goals, and they will not be in a position to be held accountable to their current constituencies when the fallout comes from full implementation of the carbon-cutting policies they have advanced.

Serious economic damage has already been incurred upon the U.S. coal industry and the communities they serve in the name of President Obama’s “leadership” on climate change—while other countries increase their coal usage. Attempting to comply with the Paris Agreement has the potential to further harm Americans in all sectors of the economy for little to no impact on the climate. The American people must understand the dynamics and the hollow promises of Paris Agreement supporters, less they allow these meaningless agreements to gain credibility and cause further damage the American economy and sovereignty.